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(57) ABSTRACT 

One embodiment may take the form of a method of operating 
a computing device to provide presence based functionality. 
The method may include operating the computing device in a 
reduced power state and collecting a first set of data from a 
first sensor. Based on the first set of data, the computing 
device determines if an object is withina threshold distance of 
the computing device and, if the object is within the threshold 
distance, the device activates a secondary sensor to collect a 
second set of data. Based on the second set of data, the device 
determines if the object is a person. If the object is a person, 
the device determines a position of the person relative to the 
computing device and executes a change of state in the com 
puting device based on the position of the person relative to 
the computing device. If the object is not a person, the com 
puting device remains in a reduced power state. 
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PRESENCE SENSING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application claims priority to U.S. Pro 
visional Patent Application No. 61/485,610, filed May 12, 
2011, and entitled, “Presence Sensing,” and U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 61/504,026, filed Jul. 1, 2011, and 
entitled, “Presence Sensing, both of which are incorporated 
herein by reference in their entirety and for all purposes. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure is generally related to 
devices having computing capabilities and, more particularly, 
to sensing the presence of a user in local proximity to the 
device. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. Many computing devices are equipped with power 
saving features/modes intended to reduce power consump 
tion when a user is not using the devices. Often, these power 
saving features are implemented though timers that count 
down a set amount of time from when the user last provides an 
input to the device. For example, a particular device may be 
configured to enter a sleep mode, or other mode that con 
Sumes less power than a fully operational mode, when a user 
has not provided input for five minutes. 
0004 Occasionally, however, a device may enter the 
power saving features/modes while a user is still using the 
device. For example, the power saving features may be 
entered because the user failed to provide input within the 
time period set for the timer while reading content on the 
device, viewing a movie, or listening to music. Additionally, 
recovery from the power saving feature/mode may take time, 
may even require the user to enter credentials, and generally 
may be a nuisance to the user. 

SUMMARY 

0005 One embodiment may take the form of a method of 
operating a computing device to providepresence based func 
tionality. The method may include operating the computing 
device in a reduced power state and collecting a first set of 
data from a first sensor. Based on the first set of data, the 
computing device determines ifan object is withina threshold 
distance of the computing device and, if the object is within 
the threshold distance, the device activates a secondary sensor 
to collect a second set of data. Based on the second set of data, 
the device determines if the object is a person. If the object is 
a person, the device determines a position of the person rela 
tive to the computing device and executes a change of state in 
the computing device based on the position of the person 
relative to the computing device. If the object is not a person, 
the computing device remains in a reduced power state. 
0006 Another embodiment may take the form of a method 
for determining if a user is in proximity of a computing 
device. The method includes capturing an image using an 
image sensor and computing at least one of the following 
from the captured image: a skin tone detection parameter, a 
face detection parameter and a movement detection param 
eter. The method also includes utilizing at least one of the skin 
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tone detection parameter, face detection parameter and the 
movement detection parameter to make a determination as to 
whether a user is present and, if it is determined that a user is 
present, changing a state of the computing device. 
0007. In still another embodiment, a computing system is 
provided having a main processor and an image based pres 
ence sensor coupled to the main processor. The image based 
presence sensor includes an image sensor, and a processor 
coupled to-the image sensor and processor configured to pro 
cess the image to determine if a user is present in the image. 
If the processor determines that a user is present in the image, 
an indication that a user has been determined to be present is 
sent from the processor to the main processor and the main 
processor changes a state of the computing system based on 
the indication. 
0008 While multiple embodiments are disclosed, still 
other embodiments of the present invention will become 
apparent to those skilled in the art from the following Detailed 
Description. As will be realized, the embodiments are capable 
of modifications in various aspects, all without departing 
from the spirit and scope of the embodiments. Accordingly, 
the drawings and detailed description are to be regarded as 
illustrative in nature and not restrictive. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 illustrates an example computing device hav 
ing user presence sensing capabilities. 
0010 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the computing device of 
FIG.1. 
0011 FIG. 3 is a plot showing presence sensing results 
when an object of interest is located at different distances 
from presence sensor. 
0012 FIG. 4 is another plot showing presence sensing 
results when the object of interest is offset an angle from the 
SSO. 

0013 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example method 
for operating a tiered presence sensor System. 
0014 FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a method for deter 
mining presence of a user. 
0015 FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating skin tone detection 
routine for use in presence sensing. 
0016 FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a face recognition 
routine for use in presence sensing. 
0017 FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a motion detection 
routine for use in presence sensing. 
0018 FIG. 10 illustrates frames being divided into win 
dow for single frame motion detection. 
0019 FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating an example 
method for single frame motion detection. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0020 Generally, the embodiments discussed herein are 
directed to user presence determination and computing 
device functionality related thereto. It should be appreciated 
that a user's experience interacting with computing devices 
equipped with Such functionality may be improved. Further, 
in some embodiments, power saving and/or power efficiency 
may be realized through implementation of the embodiments 
discussed herein. 
0021 One embodiment may take the form of a computing 
device that is configured to sense the presence and/or absence 
of a user and provide an operating state based on the presence 
and/or absence of the user. In other embodiments, the com 
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puting device may calculate and provide a likelihood or prob 
ability Score of the user being present or not present. In some 
embodiments multiple parameters may be determined, 
weighted, and used in conjunction in making a presence 
determination. This weighted detection can be used for more 
informed higher level decision making algorithms, or when 
fusing data from different sensors. 
0022. For example, in some embodiments, the computing 
device may be configured to determine when a user arrives or 
enters into proximity with the computing device and/or a 
probability that the user is present based on sensor input. In 
response to a positive determination that the user is present or 
upon achieving a threshold probability that the user is present, 
the device may power up, exit a sleep mode, and/or provide 
some feedback to the user. 

0023. Moreover, in some embodiments, a system awake 
may be initiated when it is determined that a user is approach 
ing. The system awake may include a reduced set of routines 
so that the system is in an operational mode faster than with a 
conventional power up sequence. For example, the system 
may power up within a half second rather than six to eight 
seconds due to the reduced set of routines. In some embodi 
ments, the computing device may be configured to determine 
when a user moves away from the device or leaves the proX 
imity of the device. In response, the device may enter a power 
saving mode, such as a display sleep mode, a system sleep 
mode, activation of a screen saver, and so forth. Further, the 
system may exit the sleep mode partially in order to speed up 
the computer wake up time based on sensing the presence of 
a U.S. 

0024. In some embodiments, the device may also be con 
figured to track the user movements (e.g., vector and speed) 
and, in response to certain movements, provide feedback 
and/or enter or change a state of operation. For example, 
movement toward the device may activate more features, 
Such as providing more options/menus in a user interface, 
whereas movement away from the device may reduce the 
number of features available to a user, such as reducing the 
number of menus/options and/or reducing or increasing the 
size of the options displayed. Additionally or alternatively, 
the display may Zoom in or Zoom out based on movement 
towards or away from the device. In some embodiments, a 
lateral movement of by the user (e.g., from left to right) may 
cause a change in a background and/or a screen saver image 
displayed on the device. Still further, the changing of the 
image may correspond generally with the sensed motion. For 
example, the movement from left to right may cause the 
image to be replaced in a left to right motion with another 
image. 
0025 Moreover, in some embodiments, the presence of 
the user may be used together with the position of the user 
relative to the device to provide certain functionality. In some 
embodiments, input and/or output may be based on the posi 
tion. For example, the device may be configured to provide 
audio stereo panning (e.g., audio steering) directed to the 
user's position. Additionally, in Some embodiments, micro 
phone steering may be implemented based on the user's posi 
tion. 

0026. Further, a plurality of sensors and/or operational 
states may be implemented in a tiered manner. That is, in a 
first operational mode a first sensor may be operational. 
Detection of movement or user presence may result in the 
activation of a second sensor, and so forth. In some embodi 
ments, the activation of the second sensor may be concurrent 
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with the device entering a second operational mode, while in 
other embodiments, a second operation mode may not be 
entered into until a determination is made based upon data 
retrieved from the second sensor alone or in combination with 
the data from the first sensor. 
0027. The presence determination may be made by data 
collected by one or more sensors. In one embodiment, data 
from one or more sensor is used to determine if a user is 
present. For example, a neural net, Support vector machine or 
other suitable classifier or probabilistic determiner may be 
implemented. In some instances a large set of data points may 
be collected, classified and stored for using in the presence 
determination. Furthermore, Subsequently acquired data may 
be added and used for future determinations. 
0028 Turning to the drawings and referring initially to 
FIG. 1, a computing device 100 is illustrated. The computing 
device 100 may generally include one or more sensors 102 
that may be utilized for presence sensing. For example, one or 
more cameras and/or light sensors may be used in the pres 
ence sensing. Although cameras and light sensors will be 
generally discussed herein with respect to the presence sens 
ing, it should be appreciated that other sensor types may be 
implemented as well. Such as ultrasonic sensors, microwave 
RADAR, and so forth. Moreover, various techniques and 
wavelengths of light may be implemented. For example, 
proximity may be determined by focusing and defocusing, 
using active IR reflected power, active IR structured light; 
active IR time of flight (2D--depth), active IR time of flight 
(single pixel sensor), Passive IR (Motion detector), passive IR 
thermal imaging (2D), and so forth. As such, the particular 
embodiments described herein are merely presented as 
examples and are not limiting. 
0029 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the computing device 
100 of FIG. 1. Generally, the computing device includes a 
microprocessor/microcontroller 104 to which other compo 
nents (e.g., sensors). The microprocessor/microcontroller 
104 may be implemented as one or more low power micro 
controllers and as a point of data fusion for the data coming 
from sensors (e.g., camera, proximity, and so forth) as well as 
for the high-level user present or not-present decision mak 
ing. In some embodiments, the user presence determination 
and data related thereto may be externalized and isolated from 
the main operation of the device. That is, the user presence 
system provides security and privacy by isolating the pres 
ence sensing data from the main computer processing unit 
(CPU) 105, the operating system, and so forth. 
0030 A variety of suitable sensors may provide input/data 
to the microprocessor/microcontroller 104. Specifically, a 
camera based sensor 106 may be communicatively coupled 
with the microprocessor 104. Any suitable camera based sen 
Sor may be implemented and a variety of different techniques 
may be utilized. For example, camera sensors available from 
STMicroelectronics may be used. The camera based sensor 
may include a full image camera 108 that provides face detec 
tion capabilities with an integrated processor 110. That is, the 
sensor may have an embedded microprocessor 110 and may 
be capable of estimating face position and distance. Addition 
ally, the sensor may be used for determining distances of 
objects. The camera 108 also provides a windowed histogram 
information from the AGC system, which may be useful for 
motion detection. 

0031. Further, the camera 108 may have a horizontal field 
of view up to or greater than 120 degrees and a vertical field 
of view up to or greater than 120 degrees. In some embodi 
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ments lenses such as fish eye lenses may be used to achieve 
field of views having angle greater than 120 degrees. In one 
embodiment the horizontal field of view may be between 
75-95 degrees (e.g., approximately 85 degrees) and the ver 
tical field of view may be between 40-80 degrees (e.g., 
approximately 60 degrees). Faces may be detected at dis 
tances up to 20 feet or more. In one embodiment, faces may be 
detected at approximately 6-14 feet. Face position data may 
be available at between approximately 0.6-1 Hz, and AGC 
data may be available at the full frame rate, approximately 
10-30 HZ. 

0032 Generally, the images captured by the camera based 
sensor 106 and related raw information may not be available 
outside of the camera based sensor. Rather, information as to 
whether a face is detected within the functional range of the 
sensor, the position of the face and/or movement of the face 
within that range may be provided. In some embodiments, the 
camera sensor may provide a binary output indicating that a 
user is or is not present. Additionally, if a user is present, the 
position of the user relative to the device may be output by the 
camera based sensor, for example in X-y coordinates. More 
over, the sensor may be configured to indicate the number of 
faces that are present (e.g., indicate the number of people 
present), among other things. 
0033. In some embodiments, the camera based sensor 106 
may be implemented independent of other sensors to achieve 
desired operational characteristics for a device. In some 
embodiments, the camera based sensor may be configured to 
operate and provide output in a tiered manner. For example, in 
a first state the camera based sensor may sense for user pres 
ence. If a user is present, then it may enter a second state and 
determine how many people are present. Subsequently, or 
concurrently, it may determine the location of the people who 
are present. As the camera moves from a state of operation, it 
provides an output which may be used by the device to change 
the state of the device, as will be discussed in greater detail 
below. 

0034 Some embodiments may include using a main cam 
era 103 to capture images. The main camera 103 may be a 
system camera used for video and still image capture by the 
user of the device and, in Some embodiments it may be a 
separate camera from the camera of the camera based sensor 
(e.g., there are multiple cameras in the system), while in other 
embodiments the main camera output may be used by the 
camera based sensor in lieu of the camera based sensor 106 
having a dedicated camera. In one embodiment, the main 
camera output may be provided to an image processor 107 for 
use by a user as well as to a micro-controller of the camera 
based sensor 106 for user presence detection. There may be 
different options on how the image processor and user-detect 
co-processor communicate and make the data from the main 
camera available to a user. For example, when a user is not 
present the output from the main camera may primarily be 
processed by the micro-controller for the presence sensing 
determination. In this state, the data from the camera may 
generally not be made available to other components of the 
system. When a user is present, the output from the main 
camera may be provided to the image processor 107. How 
ever for the image data/information to be available, the user 
may be required to access a camera based application (e.g., 
Video chat application, image capture program, or the like). 
Otherwise, the image data from the camera may not generally 
be accessible. 
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0035. It should be appreciated that there may be many 
different configurations that allow for the desired presence 
sensing using one or more cameras as well as the conventional 
camera and image processing functionality. For example, in 
one embodiment, the main camera output may be routed to a 
single chip that combines the normal image processing func 
tions and user presence detection functions. In other embodi 
ments, the video output from the camera may be streamed to 
a host for processing by a central processing unit. 
0036) A second sensor, such as a proximity sensor 112, 
may also be connected to the microprocessor 104. In some 
embodiments, a controller 114, a multiplexer 116 and an 
array of light emitting diodes 118 may be operated in con 
junction with the proximity sensor 112. In particular, the 
controller 114 may be configured to control the operation of 
the multiplexer 116 and the LEDs 118 in a time division 
multiplexed (TDM) manner. A suitable filter may be imple 
mented to obtain a desirable response with the TDM alternat 
ing of the LEDs. In other embodiments, a mechanical device 
(e.g., micro electrical-mechanical device) may be used to 
multiplex one or more LEDs to cover discrete fields of view. 
0037. The LEDs 118 may operate in any suitable range of 
wavelengths and, in one example, may operate in the near 
infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Each of the 
LEDs (LED1-LEDN) may be directed to a particular field of 
view. In some embodiments, each LED 118 may be directed 
to a discrete field of view, while in other embodiments the 
field of view of adjacent LEDs may overlap. In some embodi 
ments, the array of LEDs 118 may distribute the LEDs about 
a bezel of the computing device. In other embodiments, the 
LED array 118 may be configured in a row (e.g., across a 
curved portion of a display screen bezel) with the LEDs 
directionally positioned to cover different field of view. 
0038. In one embodiment, an average value of the field of 
views (e.g., value indicating proximity) may be obtained and 
used to determine whether an object is in proximity with the 
device 100. If the average value exceeds a threshold value, it 
may indicate that an object is within proximity of the device 
100. With the use of the array of LEDs 118, the proximity 
sensor may be able to more accurately detect proximity over 
abroad field of view. As each LED is directed to discrete field 
of view, the position of an object may also be determined 
using the proximity sensor 112. As such, in other embodi 
ments, a change in the proximity value from a presumed 
empty Scene may be determined. A largest change (or some 
rank) may be looked at across the various sensors and this 
value may be compared with a threshold to determine prox 
imity and/or location. 
0039. In some embodiments, the camera based sensor 106 
and the proximity sensor 112 may be utilized in conjunction 
with the microprocessor 104 to make a determination as to 
whether a user is in proximity of the computing device 100. A 
tiered sensing system may be implemented to provide power 
savings, to improve a user experience or provide a particular 
desired user experience, among other purposes and/or func 
tions. In particular, the tiered sensing system may include 
operating a first sensor to initially determine the presence of 
a user within a threshold distance of the computing device to 
provide power savings. In some embodiments, the threshold 
distance may be within 2-10 feet (e.g., five feet) of the device 
100. Additionally, in some embodiments, data collected from 
the first sensor may be used to determine a relative position of 
the user. 
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0040. In the tiered system, if a user is present, a second 
sensor may be activated. Data from the second sensor, alone 
or in combination with data from the first sensor, may be used 
to further identify the user/person and/or the position of the 
user. The data from both the first and Second sensors may be 
used together to make determinations as to what functions to 
perform and or what the user is doing. For example, it may be 
determined how close the user is to the device; if the user is 
facing the device, if the user is moving away/toward the 
device; and so forth. Further the data may be used to identify 
the user (e.g., as a credentialed user). 
0041. A state of the computing device 100 may change 
based on the determination that a user is present. For example, 
if the user is approaching the device, the display may awake, 
the system may awake, and so forth. If the user is moving left 
to right, a displayed image may change and may generally 
move corresponding to the movement of the user. Further, if 
multiple users are present (as determined based on discerning 
the presence of multiple faces), the device 100 may be pow 
ered to a secure state and may require entry of user credentials 
to fully access the device. 
0042. The presence determination may be based on mul 

tiple factors that are utilized in a neural network, Support 
vector machine (SVM) or other machine learning based clas 
sifier or probabilistic decision system. For example, skin 
tone/color, presence and movement can be utilized in a 
weighted manner with a neural net to make a presence deter 
mination. As discussed above, based on the presence deter 
mination, the device 100 may enter/change operational states. 
0043. It should be appreciated that the selection of a par 

ticular sensor for use will be dependant upon a wide variety of 
factors, including functionality desired and power consump 
tion limitations, for example. As such, in some embodiments, 
the camera based sensor 106 may be implemented as a first 
tier sensor, while in other embodiments; a proximity sensor 
112 may be used as a first tier sensor. A more detailed descrip 
tion for implementing a proximity sensor Such as the proX 
imity sensor 112 is provided below. 
0044) The sensor 112 may chop light at some suitable 
frequency and measure the phase shift of the returned 
reflected light signal. The LED 118 outputs may be square 
waves or other waveforms, and the sensor 112 uses and I/O 
demodulation scheme. The lightarriving from the sensor 112 
is mixed with a sine wave and a cosine wave, giving and I 
(in-phase) component and a Q (quadrature) component. The 
sine/cosine waves are synchronized with the LED modula 
tion. These are the raw outputs from the sensors, if there is 
a different internal method for measurement, it may be con 
verted to this scheme. Without loss of generality it may be 
assumed a period of 271, and that the integration takes place 
over that period. In practice, a fixed period may be used and 
will be integrating over some large multiple of the period. 
These differences result in a fixed scale factor, which may be 
ignored. The basic measured components are: 
S(t) Input signal to sensor 
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0045. If measuring an object at constant (radial) distance 
from the sensor 112 that takes up the entire field of view, a 
square wave input signal of the same frequency with phase 
offset (p and magnitude A, results in I and Q components: 

0046. The value (p may then be found as: 

(i) = aretar() 

0047. Then M may be reconstructed as: 

2-M VP-92 

0048 Supposing there are two objects (A and B) in the 
sensor's field of view, each of which is at a constant distance, 
the phase shifts associated with these distances may be 
denoted as (p and up. The magnitude of the reflected signals 
may be defined to be A and B. The incoming light signals are 
additive in this case and so is integration, So I is: 

0049 Similarly for Q: 

O=-2. (A sin(p)+B sin(p)). 

0050 Light sources whose intensity does not vary with 
time will give Zero contribution to the I and Q components. 
This property provides good ambient light rejection. It also 
provides cancellation due to phase offset from objects at 
different distances. Using a one/Zero Square wave demodula 
tion, this information may be retained but with worse ambient 
light rejection. This demodulation scheme would lead to 
slightly different math, but the end results would be similar. 
For the following, the factor of two in front of I/O will be 
dropped as it gets absorbed in the other scale factors. 
0051. A few simplifications may be made and a basic 
model is proposed for the sensor output as a function of 
objects in the scene. The discrete case will be developed since 
it is more amenable to implementation, although other cases 
may be implemented as well. The LED/Sensor field of view 
may be partitioned into N sections indexed from 1 to N. Each 
of these sections has a solid angle of S2. Further, each of these 
Solid angles has a fixed reflectance p, and is at a fixed radial 
distancer. Also, the output from the LED is constant across 
a given Solid angle with emitted intensity persteradian I. The 
phase shift for a given distance is defined (p(ri). 
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0052 From this model, the (I.Q.) contribution from a 
given solid angle at the sensor may be obtained. It is useful to 
also define a polar coordinate system in I/O space. The mag 
nitude of the IQ vector is defined to be M, and the angle. (p. 
is already defined. 

i r? 

0053 Both (I.Q.) may be defined as the measured (raw) 
I and Q values. One more term (IQ) may be added to 
represent any constant crosstalk (electrical or optical). 
Finally: 

0054 Generally, to determine if a user is proximately 
located to a device it may be beneficial to understand the 
environment in which the device is located. This may help 
reduce false positives and more accurately determine when a 
user enters or exits the proximity of the device 100. However, 
creating a background model poses a number of challenges 
due to the relative lack of information provided by the sensor 
112. In order to define a useful model some simplifying 
assumptions may be made. Initially, the mathematics of the 
model for a single sensor will be addressed followed by the 
multiple sensors case. 
0055 Fundamentally, there are two types of objects that 
affect the distance measurement provided by certain proxim 
ity sensors, such as sensor 112. There are those objects which 
can not be occluded by the person, and there those are objects 
which can be occluded by the person. The former will be 
referred to as foreground objects and the latter as back 
ground objects. Of course, an object could fall into both 
categories depending on how it is positioned relative to the 
person. For now, the scene may be divided into these two 
types of objects. Generally, the challenge is measuring the 
distance to the dynamic objects in the scene, such as people 
entering and leaving. In order to measure these objects suc 
cessfully, an accurate model for the static objects in the scene 
is created and their relation to the dynamic object modeled. 
I0056. Initially, (I.Q.) are defined to be the signal associ 
ated with the object that is being measured. The (IQ) and 
(IQ) may continue to be used as the measured (raw) and the 
crosstalk values, respectively. 

Empty Scene 

0057. One model assumes there are no foreground or 
background objects, and that all of the signal is due to the 
person in the scene. In its purest form, the factory calibration/ 
crosstalk values may be used: 

I-I-I. 

99-9. 
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0058. This model is may be used to produce a distance 
output. For scenes that have no foreground objects, this model 
will always over-estimate the distance. Note that this model 
depends on factory calibration values to be accurate over the 
lifetime of the device. It may not account for crosstalk added 
due to Smudge/etc. 
0059. Once a static offset is observed, it is modeled as 
Some combination of foreground and background objects. 
The choice of how to distribute this static offset strongly 
affects the estimate of I, and Q. 
Foreground Only 

0060. One way to account for the static offset is to assume 
it is all due to foreground objects. Effects such as crosstalk 
changes due to temperature or Smudge fall into this category. 
Foreground objects, by definition, have a constant contribu 
tion to the signal regardless of the presence of a person. In the 
pure foreground model, the spatial distribution of the fore 
ground objects is not relevant—anything that is not fore 
ground is assumed to be our object of interest. Define (I.Q.) 
to be the signal from the foreground. This model implies: 

II-I-I. 

99-9-9. 

I0061. Note that (I+I.Q+Q.) is the measured sensor 
reading with no objects of interest in the scene. This is the 
standard baseline subtraction model. 
Uniform Background with Partial Occlusion 
0062 For this model, it is assumed that the background is 
at a uniform distance and has uniform reflectivity. It is further 
assumed that objects vertically cover the field of view. The 
LED falloff with angle is defined as I(0). A single object of 
fixed width w is assumed to correspond to an angular section 
A0, at a fixed position. The center position of the object is 
defined in angular terms as 0. 
0063. The general model is discussed above. For this 
model, area is purely a function of width, incident light is 
defined by I(0), and distance/reflectance are constant but 
unknown. 
0064. For convenience, define: 

p+-2'- 

?A le) 
L(0. Aft) = rt, , and 

epic 

R(0. A0) = 1 - L(0. A6). 

L(0. A0) represents the fraction of light from the LED that 
is directed at the solid angle defined by the object of interest, 
L. represents the total light output, and R(0:A0) repre 
sents the fraction of total light cast on the background. 
0065. The magnitude of light reaching the sensor from our 
object of interest is proportional to L(0:A0). We'll define 
the constant of proportionality to be 0, and the phase offset 
associated with the distance to our object of interest to be (p. 
This gives: 

Ip'L(6, A6), cos(P), 
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0066 Similarly, the magnitude of light from the back 
ground reaching our sensor is proportional to R(0.A0). The 
constant of proportionality is defined to be p and the phase 
associated with the background distance to be (p. This gives 
US 

Ip'R(0. A6)cos(P), 

9-p'R(0. A0) sin(p). 

Upon Summing: 

II+I, +I. 

Ice, pig'cos(pl.)+I., and 
Assuming measurement of 

If the angle 0 and width w, are known or may be assumed, 
this system of equations may be solved. 
Uniform Background and Uniform Foreground with Partial 
Occlusion 

0068 For this model, start with the Uniform Background 
with Partial Occlusion model, and build upon it, adding a 
foreground component that is uniform and has no spatially 
varying effect on the object of interest. Since the foreground 
components are not spatially varying, and are not affected by 
the presence of the object of interest, define p and (p to be 
the magnitude and phase of the foreground object. Now, for 
the foreground: 

It pacos(P), and 

9-p'sin(p). 

0069 
I, I+I, +I+I, and 

This can simply add into the previous model to get: 

9,9+9:++9. 

Assuming that in the empty scene it can be measured: 
Icee, Istigt, and 

9aper, 9-stre+9. 

Two more variables may be added that are estimated as com 
pared to the previous case. 

Sectioned Background, Uniform Foreground 

0070 This model partitions the horizontal field of view 
into a series of sections 1 ... S, each of which is modeled as 
a uniform foreground/uniform background. A Superscripts is 
added to denote the section to which a variable belongs. 
Starting with the background sections, assume that an object 
is in the scene with width w corresponding to an angular 
section A0, and angular position 0. Redefine the R function 
sectionally to represent the fraction of light cast on the back 
ground after occlusion by the object of interest. It may be 
referred to as R. 

(0071. Now define: 
I=p'R' (0. A0)cos(p), and 

Q=-p-R(0. A0) sin(p). 
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0072 Since the foreground signal is not changed by an 
object in the scene, there is no need to model it sectionally. 
However, the foreground may occlude the object of interest to 
varying degrees across sections. This could be modeled in a 
number of different ways, the cleanest of which would be to 
associate an occlusion factor F for each foreground section. 
Also, L is defined as the fraction of total light output from the 
LED that illuminates the objects of interest in sections. Now: 

I = p, cos(b) X L(0. A0): F, and 
s=1... S 

Q = -p sin(d) X L(9, A9). F. 
s=1... S 

0073. In the uniform foreground case, Fs is equal to one 
for all sections and the equations collapse back down to the 
non-sectioned foreground case. In Sum: 

In = 1 + i + 1 + X is and 
s=1... S 

s=1... S 

0074. Here, two variables are added per section for back 
ground, and one variable persection for the foreground occlu 
sion. The occlusion effect from foreground objects may be 
ignored, and then only the extra background variables are 
added in. 
Two Sensors with Overlapping Fields of View 
0075. Two sensors with an overlapping field of view may 
be used. Consider only the overlapping portion of the field of 
view and looking at what sorts of information can be glean in 
this region, assume that each sensor has its own L(A.A0), 
where 0 is referenced to a global coordinate system. These 
may be referred to as L'and L, and use superscripts to denote 
the sensor. Further assume that the two sensors may differ in 
their sensitivity and LED output, and that this results in a scale 
factor error, a, for measurements of the same object in the 
overlapping field of view. Also assume a 1/d relationship for 
distance and signal magnitude from the object of interest. 
Further assume that the object has a fixed reflectivity p, and 
fixed width w. 

(0076) Note that p, p, 0, and d are common values 
between the two sensor measurements, and are specific to the 
object of interest. There is a well defined relationship between 
d and (p see the example section herein. Here, C. is a con 
stant sensitivity difference between the two sensors/LEDs, 
which should be slowly changing over the lifetime of the 
sensors. With these definitions: 

1 I = L'(0. A0p) pp. 2 cos(pp.), 
1 

Q} =-L (9, A9,) p. ; sin(0), 
2 2 1 If = a L(0, A6), pp. 2 cos(qb), and 

1 Ii = -a - L(0. A0) pp. sin(d). 
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0077. These equations may be substituted for Ip and Qp 
into the background only partial occlusion model and gener 
ate equations for (I".Q,') and (IQ,'). There are five 
unknowns: 
0078 C. 
(0079 p. 
0080) (p. 
10081 0, 
(0082 A0. 
0083. Additionally, there are four equations, so as long as 
one of these values is known (or may be assumed), the 
remaineder could potentially be calculated. It is reasonable to 
assume that a good initial guess at C, and A0, may be made. 
Once another sensor, such as the camera based sensor 106 is 
provided, for example, direct measurements for 0, and (p. 
may be obtained. Unfortunately these equations are non 
linear, so some work may still be done to show that a unique 
Solution exists within these constraints. To accomplish this 
estimation process, any of a number of estimation schemes 
may be utilized. Examples may include using an extended 
Kalman filter, Sigma-point Kalman filter, or direct estimation. 

Example Implementation of Background Only Partial Occlu 
sion Model 

I0084. The falloff cast by the 10 degree LED sensor 112 
was imaged against a white wall. Its horizontally projected 
falloff is approximately gaussian with a standard deviation of 
roughly 12 degrees. The prototype was placed about 3.5 ft 
above the floor in a relatively dark, empty room with a back 
drop at 12 ft. 
0085. The crosstalk was measured with a black felt baffle 
covering the sensor 112. The Zero phase offset was measured 
with a reflective baffle. The nominal open background was 
captured. Sensor data was collected with a person standing at 
1 ft increments out from the sensor 112 at a 0 degree offset 
from the LED out to 10 ft. Sensor data was collected in 5 
degree increments at a radial distance of 5 ft, from -15 
degrees to +15 degrees. The felt measurements may be 
referred to as (I.Q.), as it essentially measures crosstalk. The 
reflective baffle measurements may be referred to as (I: Qo) 
and the open measurements as (I.Q.). Finally, the raw 
measurements with the object of interest in the scene may be 
referred to as (IQ) and the to-be-estimated object of inter 
est signal as (I:Q). L(0A0) was modeled assuming the 
Gaussian distribution mentioned above, whose specific form 
becomes: 

where "erf is the error function. Also define: 

to - arctare) 
(bp = arctan() p 

d = y: (do - (pp), and 
1 

A6 = 2 actan(); 
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where Y is the conversion from phase delta to distance, and 
A0 is calculated assuming person with a width of 2 ft. Now 
the system of equations may be set up: 

where L(0: A0) is expressed using the above equations for 
A0, and L(0:A0). Treat 0, as a known value, and solve the 
system of non-linear equations numerically. Results with real 
data are shown in the plots of FIGS. 3 and 4. In FIG. 3, line 
120 represents no correction and line 122 represents cor 
rected data. In FIG.4, line 130 represents no correction, line 
132 represents corrected data, and line 134 represents true 
distance. 
I0086. With the mathematics for a single sensor 112 with 
various background models, multiple sensors may be com 
bined into an integrated position model. As mentioned above, 
multiple proximity sensors may be implemented in one 
embodiment. In other embodiments, multiple LEDs may be 
used in a TDM manner to provide a desired field of view. 
Integrating a camera based sensor should allow estimation all 
parameters of interest. 
I0087 FIG.5 illustrates a method 300 for utilizing multiple 
sensors in a tiered manner to change the State of the device. 
Initially, the device may be in a reduce power consumption 
mode such as a sleep mode, and a controller may receive data 
from a first sensor (Block 302). The received data is processed 
(Block 304) and compared with a threshold (Block 306). The 
comparison with the threshold allows for a determination as 
to whether the user is present or is likely present (Block 308). 
If the user is not present, data may continue to be received 
from the first sensor (Block 302). If however, the user is 
determined to be present or is likely to be present, a second 
sensor may be actuated (Block 310) and data is received from 
the second sensor (Block 312). The data from the second 
sensor is processed (Block 314) and combined with the data 
from the first sensor data (Block 316). The processing of data 
from the first and second sensor may include, but is not 
limited to, performing digital signal processing on the data 
Such as filtering the data, Scaling the data, and/or generally 
conditioning the data so that it is useful for presence deter 
mination. Additionally, the combination of data from the first 
and second sensors may include storing the data together 
and/or logically or mathematically combining the data. 
0088. The data from the first and second sensors is used to 
compute user presence values and/or probability of user pres 
ence scores (Block 318). The user presence values and/or 
probability of user presence scores are compared with thresh 
olds to determine if a user is present (Block 322). Further, if 
the user is determined to be present, other parameters may be 
determined Such as distance and location of the user relative 
to the device (Block 324) and the state of the device may be 
changed (Block 326). The state change may include bringing 
the device into an awake mode from a sleep mode or other 
Suitable state change. 
I0089 Additionally, it should be appreciated that the deter 
mination of other parameters (e.g., distance, location, and so 
forth) as well as the change in state of the device may occur 
after a positive determination of user presence based solely on 
the first sensor data as indicated by the dashed line from Block 
3O8. 
0090. Further, the second determination of user presence 
(Block 320) may be more accurate than the first determina 
tion (Block 308) based on the additional information pro 
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vided from the second sensor. Moreover, as mentioned above, 
additional parameters may be determined based on the com 
bination of data from both the first and second sensors. 

0091. It should be appreciated that the other embodiments 
may implement more or fewer steps than the method 300. 
FIGS. 6-11 illustrate more detailed flowcharts of methods for 
presence determinations. 
0092 Turning to FIG. 6, a flowchart 200 illustrating pres 
ence sensing is illustrated. Initially, a camera is used to obtain 
an image (Block 202). A light level determination may be 
made (Block 204) and provided to a skin tone detection 
routine (Block 206). Optionally, in some embodiments, the 
light level determination may be provided to other routines as 
well, as indicated by arrow 203. Additionally, the captured 
image may be pre-processed (Block 208). In some cases, the 
preprocessing may include down Scaling of the image, chang 
ing the color space of the image and/or enhancing the image, 
for example. Other detector specific preprocessing may also 
be performed (Blocks 214, 215 and 217). For example, the 
image may optionally be blurred by preprocessing in Block 
214 before being provided to the skin tone detection routine 
(Block 206). Additionally, preprocessing in Block 215 may 
include changing color into grayscale before providing the 
image to the face detection routine (Block 210) and/or per 
forming edge detection in the preprocessing of Block 217 
before providing the image to the movement detection routine 
(Block 212). The skin tone detection routine, face detection 
routine and movement detection routine are discussed in 
greater detail below with reference to FIGS. 7-11. 
0093. The results of the skin tone detection routine, face 
detection routine and movement detection routine may be 
weighted and combined using fusion and detection logic 
(Block 216) and a user presence classification is determined 
(Block 218). The fusion and detection logic may include the 
use of neural networks, Support vector machines, and/or some 
otherform of probabilistic machine learning based algorithm 
to arrive at a determination of whether a user is present. FIG. 
7 illustrates the skin tone detection routine (Block 206) as a 
flowchart starting with the low light determination (Block 
204). It should be appreciated that the low light determination 
may be utilized in a variety of different manners to influence 
the processing of the image. For example, in some embodi 
ments, the low light determination may be provided as a 
vector to a neural network, while in other embodiments the 
low light determination may be used to select a particular type 
of categorizer to be used. That is, if it is determined that the 
image was not taken in low light, feature vectors may be 
generated (Block 220), and a first pixel classifier is applied 
(Block 222). If the image was captured in low light, a different 
set of feature vectors may be generated (Block 224) and a 
second per pixel classifier may be applied (Block 226). The 
type of features, e.g., color conversion, and so forth may be 
selectively provided to achieve desired results and may be 
different depending on the low light determination. Addition 
ally, the first and second per pixel classifiers may be different 
based on the low light determination. For example, the first 
classifier may be a 7-5-2 multilayer perceptron (MLP) feed 
forward neural network, per pixel classifier, while the second 
classifier may be a 2-12-2 MLP feed forward neural network 
per pixel classifier. In some embodiments, the classifiers may 
be implemented in an open kernel with a GPU to help speed 
up the process. 
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0094. The output from the classifiers may be a probability 
(e.g., a value between 0 and 1) that indicates a probability that 
the image includes a skin tone. A morphology filter may 
optionally be applied to the image (Block 228) and an average 
grey scale level may be calculated (Block 230). Further, non 
linear scaling (Block 232), a temporal queue filter (Block 
234) and a clamp (Block 236) may be applied before deter 
mining a probability of user presence due to skin tone detec 
tion (Block 238). 
(0095 FIG. 8 illustrates the face detection routine (Block 
210) as a flowchart starting with applying a face detector 
(Block 240). Any suitable face detector may be implemented, 
Such as a Viola-Jones cascade face detector, for example, that 
provides a probabilistic score indicating the likelihood that a 
face is present. The face presence score is then scaled (Block 
242) and an intermittent detection flicker filter optionally may 
be applied (Block 244) to smooth the image. It should be 
appreciated that in some embodiments, such as where the 
camera is of a relatively good quality, Smoothing may be 
omitted from the process. The flicker filter may include a 
temporal queue filter (Block 246), determination as to 
whether the normalized score deviation from average is less 
than a threshold (Block 248) and then multiplying an output 
value with the scaled score (Block 250). A temporal queue 
filter (Block 252) and a clamp (Block 254) are applied before 
determining a probability of user presence due to face detec 
tion (Block 256). 
0096 FIG.9 illustrates the motion detection routine 212 as 
a flowchart starting by collecting multiple frames and, as 
Such, memory may be implemented to store the multiple 
frames. For example, three frames may be utilized, a current 
frame and two other frames. In the embodiment illustrated in 
FIG.9, a current frame and two subsequent frames are used. 
Initially, an input frames are delayed by k frames, sequen 
tially, (Blocks 260, 262) and fed forward to be added (Block 
264) with the output of the second delay (Block 262). The 
output of Block 260 is multiplied by 2 (Block 266) and a 
difference (Block 268) between the adder (Block 264) and the 
output of the multiplier (Block 266) is determined. A per pixel 
inner product is then determined (Block 270), scaled (block 
272), and pixels are clamped (Block 274). An average gray 
level is calculated (Block 276), nonlinear scaling is per 
formed (Block 278), temporal queue filter is applied (Block 
280) and the clamped to 0,1 (Block 282). Finally, a prob 
ability of user presence due to movement is determined 
(Block 284). 
0097. Some parameters that may be useful in the motion 
detection routine may include an auto focus (AF) window 
statistics or horizontal edges or Sobel/Sharr edges, 2D color 
histogram data, component histogram data, automatic white 
balance/auto exposure (AWB/AE) window statistics of color 
content, and so forth. Some preprocessing steps may be 
implemented for the motion detection such as Y channel 
(intensity), gradient magnitude computed with either Sobel 
or Scharr filters (accumulating the gradient for proper nor 
malization), threshold gradient magnitude (normalization by 
count of edge pixels), skin-probability in chrominance (Cr, 
Cb) space, Sub-images of any of the foregoing, and so forth. In 
Some embodiments, the motion detection may include the 
ability to computer image centroids. The distance from the 
centroid for the current frame to the centroid of the previous 
frame is used as a measure of the amount of motion, and a 
hard threshold is applied to produce a binary detection or 
motion. Hence, for example, a change in centroid location of 
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eitheraY-intensity, edge gradient magnitude, binary edge, or 
skin probability image may indicate motion. Sensitivity and 
robustness tradeoffs may dictate a particular combination of 
parameters being used. For example, skin probability image 
may be used with edge-gradient and binary edges may be 
utilized to provide robustness to lighting changes. The skin 
probability may be performed with a neural network, as men 
tioned above or alternatively using an auto white balance 
color space filters to approximate this functionality. 
0098. Some embodiments for sensing motion may refer to 
window Statistics of either skin detection of gradient images. 
One embodiment may look at a change in a global Sum. In 
particular the image is Summed over the entire frame to pro 
duce a scalar value sil, where i is current frame index. A 
queue of the past N values is maintained: S-si-1]. Si-2)... 
..si-N}.S. is denoted as the sequence from si-Lito si-N). 
and the extremum of these values is computed as u max(S, 
N) and V-min(S,v). The amount of motion is determined by 
the excursion outside of this range: e-max (si-u, V-si). 
Motion is detected if e exceeds a predetermined threshold. 
0099. In some embodiments, the motion detection routine 
may be implemented with a single frame and thus little or no 
memory may be used, as full frames will not be stored. In 
Some embodiments, the image (a single frame) may be 
divided into windows for which statistics may be calculated. 
Changes in the statistics for the windows may be used to 
determine motion and also position of a user. 
0100 FIG. 10 illustrates possible sets of windows into 
which the images may be divided for single frame motion 
detection. Specifically, FIG. 10 shows single frames divided 
into both non-overlapping windows and concentric windows 
for statistical purposes. In each case, the luminace of the 
images (frames at the top of page) and intensity gradient 
magnitude of the images (frames at the bottom of the page) 
are considered. For example, an image 300 may be divided 
into multiple non-overlapping exposure statistics windows 
302. Alternatively, the image 300 may be divided into mul 
tiple concentric overlapping exposure statistics windows 3.04. 
The statistics for each window may be determined based on a 
luminance image (as in image 300) or based on an intensity 
gradient magnitude image 306. 
0101 The use of the windows provided more robust cap 
ture of motion when computing Sums of the gradient magni 
tude. With respect to the overlapping rectangular windows, 
one embodiment includes eight concentrically arranged rect 
angles, the largest contains the entire frame and the Smallest 
is centered in the image. Thus, at frame i, the Sum of the 
frames is silforje [1,2,... 8). The sums in the strips of pixels 
lying between the rectangles is computed as the difference of 
these sums: d, is, i-S-1i?h except for the special case 
dissi/hs. The differences are normalized by the height 
of the striph, which is approximately proportional to its area. 
0102 Next, the extremau, V., (maximum and minimum) of 
the differences d, over the previous N frames is computed 
using queues, and the excursions e-max (di-u, V-di). 
Comparing each excursione, to a threshold gives an indicator 
of motion in region of the frame. Subtle changes in lighting 
can produce false positive detections. True motion is usually 
associated with detection in two or three of the eight regions. 
Hence, in some embodiments, at least two regions detecting 
motion are required for a determination that motion has been 
detected in the frame. Additionally, large changes in lighting 
Such as turning on or off the room lights, often results in many 
regions showing motion detection. Hence, detection may be 
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Suppressed if more than three regions have detected motion. 
These design parameters may be adjusted based on experi 
ence or to provide a desired level of sensitivity and robustness 
0103 FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating the motion detec 
tion routine 212B using a single frame 300 with non-concen 
tric windows 302. In some embodiments, each statistics win 
dow may be provided with a unique analysis pipe. That is, 
each window may be concurrently processed. In other 
embodiments, one or more windows may be processed 
sequentially in a common analysis pipe. As used herein, 
“analysis pipe' may refer to the processing steps associated 
with the statistical analysis of the windows and may include 
the temporal queue filter. 
0104. As discussed above, the image 300 may be divided 
into statistical windows 302 and an average statistic may be 
calculated for each window (Block 310). A temporal queue 
filter may be applied to the average statistic (Block 312) and 
an excursion value 'e' from short term past behavior may be 
calculated (Block 314). The excursion value may be com 
pared with a threshold to determine if it exceed the threshold 
(Block 316) A normalized count is kept for each excursion 
value that exceeds the threshold (Block 318) and if the nor 
malized count exceed a voting threshold (Block 320), it is 
determined that motion has been detected (Block 322). 
0105. The excursion value may also be used to generate 
Summary statistics (Block 324). The Summary statistics may 
be nonlinearly scaled (Block 326) and a probabilistic motion 
score may be provided (Block 328). Generally, Block 322 
will provide a binary one or a Zero output indicating motion 
has been detected, whereas Block 328 will provide a value 
between Zero and one indicating the likelihood that motion 
has been detected in the image 300. 
0106. As may be appreciated, a neural network, support 
vector machine (SVM) or other classification system may be 
utilized in each of the aforementioned routines to make a 
determination as to presence of a user. Additionally, a prob 
ability value of from each of the routines may be alone 
enough to make the determination that a user is present, for 
example, if a value Is above a certain threshold. Moreover, in 
some embodiments a combination of the probabilities from 
each of the routines may be used in determining if a user is 
present. In some embodiments, the output of a routine may 
not be used as its validity may be questionable. For example, 
the skin tone detection routine may be unreliable due to the 
lighting. Moreover, the probabilities output from the routines 
may be combined in a weighted manner (e.g., one probability 
may be given more weight based on the likelihood of it being 
more accurate than the others). 
0107 Embodiments described herein may be imple 
mented to reduce power consumption in computing devices, 
Such as notebook computers, desktop computers, and so 
forth. In particular, the computing devices may provide pres 
ence sensing functionality even when the device is in a low 
power state. Such as a hibernate or sleep state, so that the 
device may power up when a user is present and power down 
or enter a reduced power state when the user leaves. Further, 
the embodiments may be provided to improve a user experi 
ence with computing devices by providing intuitive powering 
up and powering down operation, as well as security features, 
among others. 
0108. A tiered system may be implemented that precludes 
the use of a main processor and RAM in low power operation. 
For example, in one embodiment, a lowest power state may 
implement only a camera, an image signal processing (ISP) 
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device and an embedded processor that may calculate a pres 
ence value in real-time. In a next tier, a face detector chip and 
RAM may be turned on. In the subsequent tier, the system 
processor and other resources may be powered on. 
0109. In the examples described above for motion detec 

tion, therefore, memory of previous frames is limited to sta 
tistics computed by the ISP, and limited to the space available 
in the embedded processor registers and cache (e.g., 32k), as 
RAM may not be available. Additionally, it should be appre 
ciated, that the presence sensing information (e.g., statistics, 
images, and so forth) are not available outside of the presence 
sensing routines. That is, for example, an image captured for 
presence sensing may not be viewed by a user. 
0110. The foregoing describes some example embodi 
ments for sensing the presence of user. Although the forego 
ing discussion has presented specific embodiments, persons 
skilled in the art will recognize that changes may be made in 
form and detail without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the embodiments. For example, modifications to one or more 
of the algorithms for presence sensing may be implemented. 
In one example, hardware limitations may drive the algorithm 
changes. Accordingly, the specific embodiments described 
herein should be understood as examples and not limiting the 
Scope thereof. 

1. A method of operating a computing device to provide 
presence based functionality, the method comprising: 

operating the computing device in a reduced power state; 
collecting a first set of data from a first sensor, 
determining, based on the first set of data, if an object is 

within a threshold distance of the computing device; 
if the object is within the threshold distance, activating a 

secondary sensor to collect a second set of data; 
determining, based on the second set of data, if the object is 

a person; 
if the object is a person: 
determining a position of the person relative to the com 

puting device; and 
executing a change of State in the computing device 

based on the position of the person relative to the 
computing device; and 

if the object is not a person, maintaining the computing 
device in a reduced power state. 

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising operating the 
first sensor in a time division multiplexed manner. 

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising using multiple 
light sources covering discrete/different fields of view. 

4. The method of claim 1 further comprising changing 
modulation frequencies if multiple sensors are in the same 
OO. 

5. The method of claim 1 wherein making a change in State 
comprises at least one of: 

changing a display background/screen saver shift, wherein 
the shift corresponds to movement of the user; 

bringing the display to an awake state; 
bringing the system to an awake state; 
reducing a number of processes when bringing the system 

to an awake state; 
audio steering based on position of user; 
microphone steering based on user position; and 
modifying the user interface so that if the user is far away 

a smaller set of user options are provided. 
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6. The method of claim 5 wherein if the system is already 
awake and detects that the user moves away from the system, 
the system is configured to: 

change display state to a sleep state; or 
change system state to a sleep state. 
7. The method of claim 1 further comprising using com 

bined sensor data to determine presence using a neural net or 
a Support vector machine. 

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising using com 
bined sensor data to determine presence using a probabilistic 
determination. 

9. The method of claim 1 further comprising using com 
bined sensor data to determine presence using each of a skin 
tone determination, a presence determination, and a move 
ment determination in a weighted manner to make the pres 
ence determination. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the skin tone determi 
nation is weighted less than at least one of the presence 
determination and the movement determination. 

11. The method of claim 1 further comprising using com 
bined sensor data to determine presence using a determined 
distance of a user from the system. 

12. The method of claim 1 further comprising determining 
a number of faces in proximity of the system for security, 
wherein security is provided by powering up partially or 
powering up into a secure State and requesting credentials for 
further access. 

13. A method for determining if a user is in proximity of a 
computing device, the method comprising: 

capturing an image using an image sensor, 
computing, using a processor, at least one of the following 

from the captured image: 
a skin tone detection parameter, 
a face detection parameter, and 
a movement detection parameter, 

utilizing at least one of the skin tone detection parameter, 
face detection parameter and the movement detection 
parameter to make a determination as to whether a user 
is present; and 

if it is determined that a user is present, changing a state of 
the computing device. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein at least the face 
detection and movement detection parameters are calculated 
and utilized in making the determination as to whether a user 
is present. 

15. The method of claim 13 further comprising: 
calculating each of the skin tone detection, face detection, 

and movement parameters; and 
weighting the parameters relative to each other, wherein 

the skin tone detection parameter is weighted less than 
the other parameters. 

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the movement param 
eter is calculated using a single frame. 

17. The method of claim 16 further comprising: 
dividing the image into concentric windows; and 
computing statistics for the concentric windows, wherein 

changes in at least two windows indicate movement in 
the image. 

18. The method of claim 16 further comprising: 
dividing the image into non-concentric windows; and 
computing statistics for the non-concentric windows, 

wherein changes in at least two windows indicate move 
ment in the image. 
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19. A computing system comprising: 
a main processor, 
aimage based presence sensor coupled to the main proces 

Sor comprising: 
an image sensor, 
a processor coupled to the image sensor, the processor 

configured to process the image to determine if a user 
is present in the image: 

wherein if the processor determines that a user is present in 
the image, an indication that a user has been determined 
to be present is sent from the processor to the main 
processor and the main processor changes a state of the 
computing system based on the indication. 

20. The computing system of claim 19, wherein the main 
processor activates a secondary presence sensor based on the 
indication that a user is present and data from the image based 
presence sensor and secondary presence sensor are used 
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together to determine at least one of: ifa user is present, where 
the user is located relative to the computer system, or a dis 
tance the user is located from the computer system. 

21. The computing system of claim 19, wherein: 
if the image based presence sensor determines that a user is 

present, the image based presence sensor determines at 
least one of a number of user's present, a position of the 
user relative to the computer system, or a distance of the 
user from the system; 

the image based presence sensor provides additional infor 
mation regarding at least one of a number of user's 
present, a position of the user relative to the computer 
system, or a distance of the user from the system, to the 
main processor, and 

the main processor further changes the state of the com 
puting system based on the additional information. 
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